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Actions That Inspired Me
The action that inspired me is Tomoko’s action
that is ASEAN CULTURE SHARE DAY that takes
place at her own school that it is easy to access
and easy to spread the information to students. So
I decided to take my action place at my own
school.
The next action that inspired me about the time is
Yoshie’s action that is making a brochure of TYCA
and the importance of negotiation. That is
exhibiting at school festival. So I decided to exhibit
my booth at school festival too. Because the
school festival is the day when the student will
gather at the exhibition hall and my booth will be
easier to be seen by student in the school.

Actions I took
April
- Conclude and summarize the knowledge
from TYCA Vol.3.

- Design the booth and prepare information
about vision and leadership for the booth’s
forum.

May
- Prepare for applying to the school booth.
- Contacting with teachers.

June
- Apply for school’s submission.

Information
Forum about
Leadership

My Booth Overview Plan

Game Zone
(Dam Negotiating

The Consciousness That Have Changed
There’re lots of things that has changed in
these three months after TYCA Vol.3. The first
thing I felt that I have increase more self-confident
by joining the program at Japan that is the farthest
program and activities in the program are very
helpful to make me enjoy it and learning deeper
about my self confident too, such as sharing ideas
with friends or working on big presentation. The
next thing that come up with is the leadership in
my self. The one thing I learned from the program
is the leader doesn’t mean you have to be boss
but the leader is the one who have direction in
doing something and reach their team to the goal.
During the program, I have earned a lot new
experience from this program. Such as foreign

friends, new knowledge, cultures from ASEAN
countries. This program teaches me lots of things.
For example, When you stuck at the problem,
sometimes you can’t solve it on your own but you
can share idea with friends and solve it together. I
also got the new technique that is when you face
the problem, just stay calm and always be smile.
You won’t be stress and you can solve it easily.

Activity Schedule

School’s Schedule
Book.

Place and Date:
Friday 25th August 2017:
School's Education Guiding
Exhibition >> Bodinpipat

My school has submitted the project request and my
school's schedule set the exhibition that I will join in
August.

